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INTRODUCTION
The demand for seamless, integrated, and more responsive technology continues to grow
moving into 2019, and today's companies have turned to Customer Validation to keep up.
They’re looking to secure product success by testing and evaluating products with real customers
out in the real world over a few weeks before release.

3.3 / 5

If our customer testing program
was a product...
by Customer Testing Professionals in 2018

From where it lives within an organization to the roles

This report explores the myriad reasons behind their

that manage it, Customer Validation is not standardized

dissatisfaction. It focuses on the real-world perspectives

across companies. The survey from 2016 revealed a

of industry professionals, from where they’re focusing

fragmented industry - starting with what companies call

their efforts to the ways that they demonstrate their

this practice. The 150+ names for Customer Validation - like

program’s organizational value.

beta testing, user testing, and customer acceptance - are
a prime example of how differently companies invest in

We'll highlight the process and tool trends that have

and execute this vital research.

empowered Customer Validation industry leaders to
increase the impact of their programs and, in turn, the

The 2018 Customer Validation Industry Survey showed

success of their products. We'll also talk about how

how this fragmentation continues to impact the people

these trends affect time management and look at the

managing customer tests. According to the data, three

resources test managers leverage to grow their skills

out of four respondents are not satisfied with the way

and professional network.

their customer testing programs are performing.
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KEY INDUSTRY INSIGHTS
Here are the key findings from the 2018 Customer Validation Industry Survey.
ɧɧ

60% of respondents reported low effectiveness (less than 3 on a 5-point scale) in their customer testing programs.
This sentiment extended across multiple industry verticals.

ɧɧ

30% of program managers find it challenging to prove the value of their customer testing programs.

ɧɧ

1 in 3 respondents reported not having enough time to demonstrate ROI.

ɧɧ

3 out of 5 programs use email to collect feedback. Respondents who only use email to collect feedback reported
having little to no time to demonstrate ROI.

ɧɧ

The biggest challenges during testing are maintaining adequate participation, collecting enough feedback, and
prioritizing feedback.

ɧɧ

7 out of 10 programs use spreadsheets to analyze data. Respondents who only use spreadsheets to analyze data
also reported having insufficient time to demonstrate ROI.

ɧɧ

3 out of 5 programs use spreadsheets to organize and manage their tester pools.

ɧɧ

Only 1 in 5 programs have mature processes. The majority of customer testing programs reported little
standardization in their processes and test execution techniques. This aligns with reports of low participation,
insufficient feedback submissions, and significant time investment with minimal returns.

ɧɧ

1 in 3 respondents reported not accessing best practices.

ɧɧ

Respondents who leverage mature processes and specialized tools reported fewer issues with maintaining
tester participation and collecting relevant feedback.

ɧɧ

Of the people involved in running, managing, and supporting customer tests, only 1 in 8 manage tests as their
primary job.

ɧɧ

17% of respondents have been running customer tests for more than 10 years, and 65% for more than 3 years. Despite
this level of experience, these respondents said they still don't consistently leverage best practices for testing
because they don't know where to find them.
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SURVEY METHODOLOGY
Between October and November 2018, 453 qualified respondents from over 350 companies shared their experiences through
this survey. These responses represent a wide range of industries, company sizes, job titles, levels of responsibility, and testing
experiences. Together, their insights illustrate how companies structure their Customer Validation programs, where they're
seeing success, and what they find most challenging.

29%
> 1,000 Employees

19%
17%

17%

200 - 1,000 Employees

28%
9%

8%
< 200 Employees

26%
less than
6 months

6-12
months

1-3
years

3-5
years

5-10
years

Respondents by Company Size

Respondents by Years of Experience

46%

over 10
years
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Respondents by Level of
Customer Validation Involvement
31%

I manage these tests as part of my job

21%

I’m involved in the planning
I leverage the data collected

18%

I manage the team who runs these tests

18%
12%

I manage these tests as my primary job

Respondents by Industry
49%

SaaS & Business Software

21%

Mobile Apps

18%

Connected Products

17%

Consumer Software

11%

Enterprise Hardware

8%

Media Service & Streaming

6%

Health & Fitness
FinTech

5%

Automotive

5%
19%

Other

Respondents by Department
45%

Product Management

13%

Engineering
Quality Assurance Testing

8%

Customer Experience

8%
6%

User Experience

6%

Marketing
Research & Development

4%

Information Technology

3%

Customer Support

3%

Operations

2%

Other

2%
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CUSTOMER VALIDATION INDUSTRY TRENDS
The shared experiences of hundreds of industry professionals revealed three trending factors that stand out as
we move into 2019. Let's take a closer look at each one.

A lack of standardized process is fueling a focus on best practices

TREND

Processes are the methods used by customer testing professionals to manage
their tests. The 2018 survey revealed a strong correlation between process
maturity and program effectiveness.

The use of multiple generic tools is causing operational friction

TREND

Most professionals are using a collection of individual point solutions to
execute Customer Validation tests, which is creating time sinks and limiting
program scalability.

Industry leaders are evolving their techniques for demonstrating ROI

TREND

Program managers who are satisfied with their program results are also those
who invest more time into demonstrating their program’s ROI. This includes
actively working to increase program adoption throughout their organizations.
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Trend #1

TREND #1: A LACK OF STANDARDIZED PROCESSES IS FUELING
A FOCUS ON BEST PRACTICES

A Lack of Standardized Processes Is Fueling a
Focus on Best Practices
When asked to write down the one thing that they would improve about their program, the majority of respondents
identified a need for better processes. But processes aren't sexy. They're often viewed as a collection of paperwork and
procedures that are tedious to follow and maintain.
So why are customer testing professionals seeking process-focused best practices to increase their program’s value? While
they may seem boring, the utility of mature processes is a key indicator of Customer Validation program success.

75

%

of respondents with reactive processes rated
their program effectiveness as 3 or below

1 IN 2

companies has reactive customer
testing processes

60

%

of respondents with defined processes rated
their program effectiveness as 4 or 5

1 IN 5

companies has proactive customer
testing processes

How Are Reactive Processes Impacting Test Management?
The survey links program dissatisfaction to common test management challenges, including low tester participation,
difficulty collecting sufficient feedback, and stakeholder misalignment. According to the data, these are the exact
challenges that result from poorly controlled processes.
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Of those leveraging reactive processes:

2 IN 3

1 IN 2

professionals reported difficulty
maintaining tester participation

1 IN 3

professionals reported difficulty
collecting useful feedback

professionals reported difficulty
demonstrating ROI

Participation and feedback quality are directly related to testers' understanding of their responsibilities
during the test. Building proactive processes to help testers understand what they are expected to
contribute is key to maintaining engagement and drawing in high-quality feedback.

Additional outcomes associated with uncontrolled processes:
∙∙

Uncertainty about stakeholder needs and objectives

∙∙

Inconclusive test results despite significant time and effort

∙∙

Test results arriving too late to implement product improvements before release

∙∙

Difficulty tracking improvements made to products based on customer testing results
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In Summary
∙∙

Process maturity is a key indicator of program success.

∙∙

Customer Validation programs with proactive processes rate themselves higher in effectiveness than those with reactive
or unpredictable processes.

∙∙

Most test managers said that their programs would benefit from better processes.

Customer Validation industry leaders are:
∙∙

Implementing repeatable processes to increase test efficiency and reduce costs rather than looking for quick fixes

∙∙

Executing proactive processes to maintain high tester engagement and ensure a steady stream of useful feedback

∙∙

Streamlining test execution processes so they can shift their concentration to program value-driving activities like
planning and reporting

∙∙

Measuring and tracking progress to create benchmarks for success

∙∙

Continuously improving program performance through controlled experimentation

∙∙

Anticipating testing challenges and putting proactive measures in place to counter or prevent them
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Trend #2

TREND #2: THE USE OF MULTIPLE GENERIC TOOLS IS CAUSING
OPERATIONAL FRICTION

The Use of Multiple Generic Tools Is Causing
Operational Friction

One thing that hasn't changed since the last industry survey is that the tools professionals are using to manage
customer tests vary quite a bit. From the generic to the specialized, survey responses show that a colorful range of systems,
tool combinations, and levels of functionality are in play across organizations.
Beyond the fact that email and spreadsheets are the most commonly used, the makeup of the technology stacks used by
today's professionals is inconsistent. In this still fragmented industry, the only clear pattern is found in how many tools are
being used during Customer Validation.
2 tools

28.7%

66%

of testing professionals use

2 or more tools,

with 37% using 3 or more.

3 or more tools

37.3%

1 tool

34%

The level of automation provided by the tech stacks of today's professionals is directly impacting the complexity of their
processes and the amount of manual effort required to execute projects effectively. In addition to increasing the risk
of inconsistencies across systems, the continued use of multiple point solutions is shifting the bulk of time investment
into test management. This draws focus away from value-driving activities, like planning, reporting, and process
improvements (see How Are Industry Professionals Spending Their Time?). Below we’ll explore how this is manifested
in key aspects of test and program management.
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How Are Tools Impacting the Way Teams Manage Their
Tester Panels?
Because of the nature of these generic tools, Customer Validation teams are exerting significant manual effort to manage
tester profile data, identify best-fit candidates for their projects, and recruit, onboard, and group them on tests. This makes it
difficult to ensure clean data is shared across other parts of the testing process.

Spreadsheets and contact lists are
the most common methods used
to organize and manage testers
and their data.

59%

27%

26%

23%
18%

5%

Spreadsheets

Email Contact
Lists

Centercode

Issue Tracking
Tool
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How Are Tools Impacting Feedback Management and Analysis?
The majority of companies are using a combination of email, ticketing, and survey tools to manage and analyze tester feedback.

58%

42%
36%

Which tools are customer testing professionals
using to collect and manage feedback?

26%
15%

14%
8%

Email

Jira

SurveyMonkey

Centercode

Salesforce

TestFlight

Qualtrics

6%

HockeyApp

68%

49%

Which tools are customer testing professionals
using to analyze feedback?

33%
22%

Spreadsheets

Issue Tracking
Tools

Presentation
Tools

Centercode

19%

Business Intelligence
Tools
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Using a mix of multiple tools - such as email for bug submissions, survey tools for quantitative feedback, ticketing tools or
spreadsheets for prioritizing and analyzing feedback, and back to email for updates on each submission - is causing friction as
test managers bounce between systems.
Juggling the many activities happening in each separate tool means spending time manually syncing data at every turn, surfacing
valuable insights, and making sure that nothing falls through the cracks. The complexity involved with managing and analyzing
feedback from decentralized systems is having a negative impact on productivity and customer testing results.

1 IN 5 testing professionals

has issues syncing feedback into ticketing systems

2 IN 5 testing professionals

have issues getting enough information about a bug or suggestion

1 IN 3 testing professionals
has issues prioritizing feedback

In Summary
∙∙

The use of multiple point solutions is decentralizing test and tester data, which means that teams are spending more time
on manual data entry and organization.

∙∙

Organizational adoption of effective Customer Validation programs is being driven by the use of integrations.

Customer Validation industry leaders are increasing efficiency by:
∙∙

Centralizing data to streamline their workflows and minimize redundancies so they can focus on value-driving activities

∙∙

Using system integrations to break down data silos within their programs

∙∙

Connecting with systems in other departments to extend the organizational reach of their Customer Validation results

∙∙

Proactively seeking out technologies that support process and program improvements
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Trend
TREND#3#3: INDUSTRY LEADERS ARE EVOLVING THEIR

TECHNIQUES FOR DEMONSTRATING ROI

Industry Leaders Are Evolving Their Techniques
for Demonstrating ROI
If you don’t know where you are, you can’t get where you’re going. Cost-justifying a customer testing program is key to
continued success, but survey responses show that the majority of program managers struggle to prove the value delivered
through their efforts.

30% of testing professionals
find it challenging to prove ROI
Roadblocks on the Path to Demonstrating ROI
Setting Aside Time to Prove Value
A majority of program managers said that they simply don’t have enough time to actively demonstrate ROI. In particular, those
using email and spreadsheets as their main tools reported having very little to no time to prove ROI.

22%

22%

20%

21%

How much of your time is devoted
to proving ROI?

6%

6%
3%

NOT ENOUGH TIME

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

TOO MUCH TIME

PERFECT AMOUNT
OF TIME
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A Lack of Techniques and Guidance
A significant group of respondents reported that they don’t know where to start when it comes to proving the value of their
programs (see How Are Industry Professionals Learning Best Practices?).

1 IN 3 testing professionals

doesn't access best practices - including on how to increase and report ROI
Other Factors That Impact ROI Demonstration
This trend is deeply correlated with the previous two trends in this report. Professionals who reported difficulty demonstrating
ROI also reported having:
∙∙

Reactive processes,

∙∙

Limited tool functionality,

∙∙

Decentralized data, and

∙∙

Low test participation and/or less-than-optimal results.

To justify an investment in more resources and better tools, program managers need to first prove the value of their results
to their stakeholders. But because programs with generic tools and reactive processes spend more time on test management
tasks, it steals their focus away from demonstrating ROI.

Investing in Improvement
Professionals who are embracing techniques for spreading organizational adoption and securing investments in technology
are seeing much higher returns from their testing efforts. By syncing their tools with systems in other departments, they’re
opening the door for stakeholders to leverage and interpret their results more easily. They are breaking down the information
silos that slow program growth and limit their efforts.
In addition to taking advantage of technology and tools that free up bandwidth, industry leaders are devoting time saved to
implementing continuous program improvements. Tracking their results creates opportunities for progress. It also documents
their programs’ contributions to the products they’ve tested.
As a result, these professionals can more easily showcase their efforts to company leadership. They enjoy broader program
adoption and have more resources available to scale with the growing needs of their stakeholders.
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In Summary
∙∙

Lack of time and industry knowledge are the top challenges for professionals trying to prove the value of their programs.

∙∙

Challenges with processes and tools compound the difficulties of demonstrating ROI.

∙∙

Professionals that are taking steps to track the footprint of their results and actively share data across their organizations
are seeing much higher returns from their testing efforts.

Customer Validation industry leaders are:
∙∙

Focused on learning new methods to prove their program’s value

∙∙

Including stakeholders early-on and communicating with them often to keep test objectives aligned with their needs

∙∙

Attending industry events to meet and interact with peers and learn best practices

∙∙

Leveraging technology and tools that effectively support their efforts

∙∙

Setting benchmarks for program improvement

∙∙

Using reporting to break down silos and expand organizational adoption of their programs
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UNDERSTANDING CUSTOMER VALIDATION PROFESSIONALS
In addition to uncovering trends in test and program management, responses to the Industry Survey revealed more
about the professionals managing Customer Validation tests. We’ll take a closer look at the time investments test
managers are making, as well as how they develop their industry knowledge and grasp on best practices.

How Are Industry Professionals Spending Their Time?
Because most test managers handle projects in addition to their primary responsibilities, it’s no surprise that the majority
reported not being able to devote the necessary amount of time to properly managing each phase of customer testing.
While professionals reported having enough or near-enough time for test management tasks, the vast majority reported
needing more time to plan and much more time to demonstrate ROI.

2 IN 3 testing professionals

1 IN 2 testing professionals

said they need more time to prove their program's ROI

said they need more time to scope their projects

The Planning Phase
During the Planning Phase, test managers meet with stakeholders to design the test. The goal of this phase is to develop a
comprehensive plan and ensure alignment around that plan with a reasonable scope, schedule, and set of objectives.

26%

28%

How much of your time is devoted to
scoping tests?

18%
11%
9%

NOT ENOUGH TIME

1

2

3

4

5

4%

4%

6

7

TOO MUCH TIME

PERFECT AMOUNT
OF TIME
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The Preparation Phase
The Preparation Phase encompasses tester recruitment, agreements, workspace setup, and product distribution. Here, the
goal is to set the stage so that testers and internal teams can hit the ground running as soon as the Testing Phase begins.

25%

How much of your time is devoted to
recruiting testers?

17%

20%
11%

10%

NOT ENOUGH TIME

1

2

3

4

5

10%

6

8%

7

TOO MUCH TIME

PERFECT AMOUNT
OF TIME

48%

How much of your time is devoted to
distributing products to testers?

17%

5%
NOT ENOUGH TIME

1

8%

8%

2

3

4

5

10%
5%
6

7

TOO MUCH TIME

PERFECT AMOUNT
OF TIME
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Testing Phase
The Testing Phase includes test initialization, onboarding, assigning tasks, feedback review and triage, troubleshooting,
data organization, and results analysis.

29%

How much of your time is devoted to

28%

reviewing tester feedback?

13%

11%

7%

NOT ENOUGH TIME

1

6%

2

3

4

5

6

5%
7

TOO MUCH TIME

PERFECT AMOUNT
OF TIME

30%

How much of your time is devoted to
creating test surveys?

19%
12%

15%

12%
8%
4%

NOT ENOUGH TIME

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

TOO MUCH TIME

PERFECT AMOUNT
OF TIME
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25%

How much of your time is devoted to
organizing data and analyzing results?

22%

17%

13%
10%

7%
5%
NOT ENOUGH TIME

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

TOO MUCH TIME

PERFECT AMOUNT
OF TIME

How Are Industry Professionals Learning Best Practices?
Professional development is key to advancing professional skills in any industry. But unlike other career paths, reliable resources
and methodologies for customer testing are notoriously hard to find. The historic lack of standardized practices and readily
available resources has limited the options for test managers just starting out or interested in improving their professional skills.
The report also showed that the majority of respondents have limited exposure to the experiences and insights of other industry
professionals. Rather than building and iterating on the experiences of others in their field, many professionals are reinventing
the wheel every step of the way, relying primarily on internal knowledge. While not inherently ineffective, this makes it difficult
to benchmark progress and achieve consistent results.

1 IN 3

professionals doesn't access
best practices

2 IN 5

professionals only leverage internal
knowledge about customer testing
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How are Customer Validation professionals learning best practices and techniques?
41%

“I ask my colleagues”

31%

“I don’t access best practices”

20%

Centercode’s Resource Library
LinkedIn

17%

Mind the Product

17%
16%

Medium

12%

Other

9%

Quora
Forbes

Which conferences are respondents who manage
Customer Validation projects attending?

65% of testing professionals
haven't attended any conferences
to interact with their peers

5%

65%

“I didn’t attend any conferences”

7%

20%

Consumer Electronics Show (CES)

5%

Centercode’s Customer Validation Conference

5%

Mind the Product

2%

IFA Consumer Electronics Unlimited

2%

CEDIA

1%

World Conference on Quality and Improvement (ASQ)

0%

TechWell’s STAR Software Testing Conference
Other Events
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HOW CENTERCODE HELPS
Customer Validation Platform
The Centercode Platform is purpose-built
to both simplify and expand your capabilities
across all of your Customer Validation processes.
The platform offers features like built-in project
templates, out-of-the-box integrations, and
automated feedback prioritization and reporting
to empower best-practice execution of your
customer tests. Schedule a demo to experience
the platform firsthand.

Managed Testing Services
From expert planning and best-practice recruitment, to guaranteed participation rates and delivery of
customer-driven product recommendations, professional Managed Testing Services are just the thing when
you're short on time or resources. Start by requesting a free test plan - no strings attached.

Betabound Tester Network
Plan for a successful recruitment with our diverse network of profiled test candidates who are always seeking new
products to test. With over 200,000 members, you'll find enthusiastic testers from even the most niche target markets
to participate in testing your unique product. Not a Centercode customer? You can still announce your upcoming
Customer Validation test on Betabound for free!

Customer Validation Best Practices
Align your processes with a proven approach to achieving high-impact Customer Validation outcomes. The
framework is at the heart of every Centercode offering, including our blog and in-depth resources aimed at helping
industry professionals excel in their field.
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